ACTION CONTRE LA FAIM ORGANIZATION CHART

1 COORDINATION
KHARTOUM
Administrator
Boris Delannoy
Coordinator Medical
Beatrice Mounier
Logistician Coordinator
Roman Majcher
Program Coordinator
Laurent Campigotto

2 JUBA BASE
Head of project
Mathias Andre
Water and Sanitation Engineer
Karim Diomande
Food Security Officer
Aurelie Larmoyer
Nurse Nutritionist
Marta

3 WAU BASE
Head of project
Mamadou Bal
Nurse Nutritionist TFC*
Stephanie Chene
Nurse Nutritionist MCH*
Anne Claire
Nurse Survey/training
Claire

4 BENTIU BASE
Food security Officer
Mariannick Ithurralde
Nurse TFC
Dorothy Dixon
Nurse SFC*
Nelly Malela
Nurse Training
Astred
Logistician Construction
Stephane Plichta

* MCH= Mother and Child Health center
* TFC= Therapeutic Feeding Center
* SFC= Supplementary Feeding Center